AUTISTIC YOUNG PEOPLE'S EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCES DURING COVID-19
Welcome!

This collection compiles the artworks of a class of year 11 autistic school pupils in July 2021 sharing what education has been like for them during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Coronavirus with cross through. 
Virus is no more.

Red is virus
Me at home in Lockdown
Me and the virus. Blobs are the virus.

Me and my nephew playing
Covid Test

Keep a safe distance

Stay 2m apart

Vaccine

hand gel

Wear a face mask

Covid-19
Wash your hands with soap and hot water.

Coronavirus

Wear a face mask.

Please follow these rules.

Shops closed.

School Minibus.

Lockdown.
6 classrooms
PE hall
Toilets
Dining room

classroom 1
classroom 2

KS corridor 1

Shed
tunnel

outside

Adventure playground

Tuck shop

KS dining hall
Obelisk the Tormentor with a mask on.

I watched the Ageing Tablet, a cartoon - Yu Gi Oh! I played with my table and my Yu Gi Oh! cards. This always keeps me happy and it helped me a lot in Lockdown.

Card game
Tournament

After Covid looking forward to school.
STOP COVID 19!

Fleegle Me ➔
Greg Wiggle ➔
Driving to School with a face mask.

Social Distancing.

Always wash your hands.

I'm looking forward to having new equipment at school.
The dining room. People all in the same bubble. Still keeping distance.
Stay safe and look after each other.
Virus at school
A mask for the virus
STOP COVID 19
VACCINE IS GOOD

I HATE COVID 19!!!

vaccine is good.
The yellow is the coronavirus.
The red shows the bubble.
Blue spots give you air in the bubble.
The school is blue.
One light on, one light off.
Thank you!

...to the young people who contributed their artworks & to the staff that supported them.

This collection is part of a Sheffield Hallam University research project: Autistic young people’s and families’ experiences of education during the Covid-19 pandemic.

You can read the research project report here and see a comic strip of findings here.
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